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Overview 
In order to ensure a smooth deployment and minimize business impact, Cylance should be implemented in a 
tiered deployment in the following phases. The total number of policies can be increased or decreased 
depending on the size and needs of the customer.  

Phase 1 – Baseline (Policy 0) 
This phase allow to discover if any files the customer considers safe in their environment would be convicted by 
our Math Model, either as malware or potentially unwanted programs (PUPs).The baseline policy is used to 
minimize business impact and create a baseline towards production policies. You can skip this step, but the 
likelihood of impacting business or IT related programs is high. Once completed, this should allow the customer 
to move to a stricter enforcement policy. 

Phase 2 – Auto Quarantine and Blocking (Policy 1, 2 and 3) 
There may be several iterations of policies at this level, depending on the size of the customer and the comfort 
level with enabling blocking and working through events. Spending time building Baselines should accelerate 
moving into full blocking mode. 

Phase 3 – Final Maintenance Policies (Policy 4) 
These are the final policies the customer will stay with for long term, provides the highest level of protection 
after managing events from the previous two phases and building a baseline that does not impact on the daily 
business. 

  



Policy 0 – Initial Install and Visibility 
CylancePROTECT Policy  

 

NOTE: Auto Upload – Customers often have questions about this setting. This is only for Portable executables, 
classified as potentially malicious, that Cylance has never seen before. There is a very low likelihood of 
uploading confidential data. In the event of customer having IP embedded in any Portable Executable we 
suggest turning off the feature. This is also valid in case of low bandwidth sites. 

 

Background Threat Detection is enabled in order to scan all files in the current environment to get a clear 
picture of items that may need to be addressed by Safe Listing. 

Since this is not a blocking policy, Prevent Service Shutdown and Terminate Malicious Processes are not 
needed at this time. 



Memory Protection should be enabled in Alert Only mode: 

 

CylanceOPTICS – please see [CYLANCEOPTICS CONFIGURATION GUIDE] 

Application Control, Auto-Upload Log Files and Cylance Protect Notifications should not be enabled at this 
time. 

  



Script Control should be enabled with all items set to alert: 

 

Device Control and Data Privacy should not be enabled at this time.  

 

 

After a week or so, you should see numerous events in the console for Threats, Exploits and Scripts. You will 
need to review these with your customer to find out if you need to Safe List (white list) or exclude any other 
programs and services. Most customers wish to move to Auto Quarantine as fast as possible, this can be 
achieved by reviewing the Threat items first, then moving into Exploits and Scripts. 

This should be done in the individual tenant on a case by case basis. Once this is complete you can move to 
the next phase. 

  



Policy 1 – AQT (Auto-Quarantine) + Visibility 
At this stage, considering that Threats have been reviewed and any possible item Safe Listed, you will only 
need to change the following items from the previous Policy: 

 

At this time, you should have discussed both Prevent Service Shutdown and Terminating Malicious Processes 
as both can impact the end user experience. Both are highly recommended. Watch For New Files should be 
turned on as well. 

 

The rest of the settings remain the same from Policy 0. 

Now that you have moved the customer to a protection policy, you should be working through Exploits and 
Script events. If the customer or the MSSP are heavy script users, a change in process to enable script control 
may be required. It is usually recommended to create one or more hidden folders (e.g. C:\MSSPNAME\Scripts 
or C:\Customername\scripts) and exclude these folders from where scripts can be launched. 

  



Policy 2 – AQT + Memory Protection 
At this point Memory Protection is usually the next Policy portion enabled, considering that you have already 
excluded any potential process that triggers any memory exploitation. 

 

  



Policy 3 – AQT + Memory Protection + Script 
Control 
Policy 3 can be completed and combined with Policy 2 or can be a stand-alone iteration this is purely based on 
the MSSP and the customer. If Scripts are reviewed before Memory Exploits you can move earlier into blocking 
mode for Script Control. 

 

  



Policy 4 – AQT + MP + SC + CylanceOPTICS 
(see CylanceOPTICS Configuration Guide) 
Policy 4 is the Most protective policy and represents your production policy, with all the main protection 
features (Auto-Quarantine, Memory Protection, Script Control) turned on and in Blocking Mode. It is a 
combination of all the protection that you enabled from Policies 1 to 3 in a blocking mode.  

At this time, you may have already started the CylanceOPTICS rules tuning which is covered in an additional 
guide. 

 

 

 



 


